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62-3722 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

16 Photos Available

$795,000

MLS: 610564 | Land   |  28,662 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-2   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3762 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kohala Coast, HI

2 Photos Available

$975,000

MLS: 617782 | Land   |  26,785 sqft   |  3-6-2-19-23   |  Fee Simple

Lot #23 at Kauna'oa at Mauna Kea is one of the closest homesites to the beach access and

within walking distance to the white sand beach of Kauna'oa Bay. Overlooking the private 3 hole

golf course and lake of Kauna'oa, Lot #23 has approximately 16,673 sq.ft. of net ... more

Active 

62-3732 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

5 Photos Available

$995,000

MLS: 610566 | Land   |  36,852 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-3   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3786 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

4 Photos Available

$995,000

MLS: 621241 | Land   |  1.07 ac   |  3-6-2-20-11   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3716 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

16 Photos Available

$1,095,000

MLS: 610562 | Land   |  28,270 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-1   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3918 KAUNAOA IKI RD - Kamuela, HI

10 Photos Available

$1,199,000

MLS: 615387 | Land   |  1.0007 ac   |  3-6-2-19-27   |  Fee Simple

Become part of the prestigious Kauna'oa community within the renowned Mauna Kea Resort!

This beautiful lot offers sweeping views of Kohala Mountain, Hualalai, and Mauna Kea. If you’re
ready to build your dream home, this graded, level lot offers a cleared acce... more

Active 

62-3754 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$1,295,000

MLS: 610568 | Land   |  1.16 ac   |  3-6-2-20-6   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3721 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kohala Coast, HI

11 Photos Available

$1,299,000

MLS: 623326 | Land   |  33,015 sqft   |  3-6-2-19-2   |  Fee Simple

Kauna'oa Lot #2 is the best value view lot in this prestigious gated community. A level and

ready to build golf course frontage lot overlooking the 12th Fairway of the Mauna Kea Golf

Course providing fantastic golf and ocean views. Offering a buildable area of over h... more

Active 

MAUNA KEA RESORT-HIGH BLUFFS LOT #:3 - KAMUELA, HI

19 Photos Available

$1,750,000

MLS: 291290 | Land   |  37,206 sqft   |  3-6-2-12-3   |  Fee Simple

One of a kind rare offering with fantastic ocean and golf course views at Mauna Kea

Resort....enjoy golf course frontage from this fabulous lot of over $37,000 sq. ft....endless ocean

and coastline views looking west and southwest in an exclusive gated enclave of pal... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA - KAMUELA, HI

19 Photos Available

$5,200,000

MLS: 609843 | Land   |  6.56 ac   |  3-6-2-21-1   |  Fee Simple

18-unit CPR development parcel with amazing ocean, Kona Coast, Maui and mountain views

inside the Hapuna gate of the Mauna Kea Resort. Offered at $5,200,000 ($289,000 per

residence), to be delivered with mass grading complete and a water service lateral. Hapuna

is... more

Active 

62-3749 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kamuela, HI

6 Photos Available

$5,600,000

MLS: 629383 | Land   |  2.33 ac   |  3-6-2-19-7   |  Fee Simple

Located within the gated community of Kauna'oa, consolidated Lots #7 and #8 (now lot 7) offer

over 100,000 square feet of land and over 55,000 square feet of building area with panoramic

ocean and sunset views. A very unique setting within an approximately 700 foot w... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA LOT #:5-C - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$6,900,000

MLS: 618854 | Land   |  6.00 ac   |  3-6-2-21-3   |  Fee Simple

A CPR parcel graded for 15 detached homes with amazing ocean, Kohala Coast, Maui and

mountain views inside the Hapuna gate of the Mauna Kea Resort. Offered at $6,900,000

($460,000 per residence). To be delivered with mass grading complete and a water service

lateral... more

Active 

62-3797 AMAUI DRIVE - KAMUELA, HI

11 Photos Available

$9,200,000

MLS: 609255 | Land   |  16.90 ac   |  3-6-2-13-18   |  Fee Simple

Extraordinary Opportunity for an Investor or Home Builder within the Hapuna Gate of the Mauna

Kea Resort! 16.9 acres Just Reduced to $9,200,000 The Vista at Mauna Kea has a tentative

subdivision approval of 26 single-family residences plus a 10-home CPR lot within ... more

Active 

62-3645 QUEEN KAAHUMANU HWY - KAMUELA, HI

21 Photos Available

$12,000,000

MLS: 609244 | Land   |  839.10 ac   |  3-6-2-1-51   |  Fee Simple

A fantastic bulk opportunity for 2 TMKs, 3-6-2-001: 051 (837.75 ac) and 3-6-2-013: 019 (1.35

ac). Zoned Ag, residential-ag uses. Upon completion of subdivision, an access from the Uplands

at Mauna Kea via the Hapuna gate may be granted subject to certain conditions... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$16,500,000

MLS: 609817 | Land   |  9.35 ac   |  3-6-2-21-5   |  Fee Simple

Approved by the resort for 64-condominium units in 7 buildings. This site is offered at

$16,500,000 ($257,000 per unit). Sold in a graded condition with a water service lateral on

Amaui Drive. Every condo unit will offer ocean views, and most will be very dramatic... more

Active 
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62-3722 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

16 Photos Available

$795,000

MLS: 610564 | Land   |  28,662 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-2   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3762 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kohala Coast, HI

2 Photos Available

$975,000

MLS: 617782 | Land   |  26,785 sqft   |  3-6-2-19-23   |  Fee Simple

Lot #23 at Kauna'oa at Mauna Kea is one of the closest homesites to the beach access and

within walking distance to the white sand beach of Kauna'oa Bay. Overlooking the private 3 hole

golf course and lake of Kauna'oa, Lot #23 has approximately 16,673 sq.ft. of net ... more

Active 

62-3732 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

5 Photos Available

$995,000

MLS: 610566 | Land   |  36,852 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-3   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3786 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

4 Photos Available

$995,000

MLS: 621241 | Land   |  1.07 ac   |  3-6-2-20-11   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3716 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

16 Photos Available

$1,095,000

MLS: 610562 | Land   |  28,270 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-1   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3918 KAUNAOA IKI RD - Kamuela, HI

10 Photos Available

$1,199,000

MLS: 615387 | Land   |  1.0007 ac   |  3-6-2-19-27   |  Fee Simple

Become part of the prestigious Kauna'oa community within the renowned Mauna Kea Resort!

This beautiful lot offers sweeping views of Kohala Mountain, Hualalai, and Mauna Kea. If you’re
ready to build your dream home, this graded, level lot offers a cleared acce... more

Active 

62-3754 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$1,295,000

MLS: 610568 | Land   |  1.16 ac   |  3-6-2-20-6   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3721 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kohala Coast, HI

11 Photos Available

$1,299,000

MLS: 623326 | Land   |  33,015 sqft   |  3-6-2-19-2   |  Fee Simple

Kauna'oa Lot #2 is the best value view lot in this prestigious gated community. A level and

ready to build golf course frontage lot overlooking the 12th Fairway of the Mauna Kea Golf

Course providing fantastic golf and ocean views. Offering a buildable area of over h... more

Active 

MAUNA KEA RESORT-HIGH BLUFFS LOT #:3 - KAMUELA, HI

19 Photos Available

$1,750,000

MLS: 291290 | Land   |  37,206 sqft   |  3-6-2-12-3   |  Fee Simple

One of a kind rare offering with fantastic ocean and golf course views at Mauna Kea

Resort....enjoy golf course frontage from this fabulous lot of over $37,000 sq. ft....endless ocean

and coastline views looking west and southwest in an exclusive gated enclave of pal... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA - KAMUELA, HI

19 Photos Available

$5,200,000

MLS: 609843 | Land   |  6.56 ac   |  3-6-2-21-1   |  Fee Simple

18-unit CPR development parcel with amazing ocean, Kona Coast, Maui and mountain views

inside the Hapuna gate of the Mauna Kea Resort. Offered at $5,200,000 ($289,000 per

residence), to be delivered with mass grading complete and a water service lateral. Hapuna

is... more

Active 

62-3749 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kamuela, HI

6 Photos Available

$5,600,000

MLS: 629383 | Land   |  2.33 ac   |  3-6-2-19-7   |  Fee Simple

Located within the gated community of Kauna'oa, consolidated Lots #7 and #8 (now lot 7) offer

over 100,000 square feet of land and over 55,000 square feet of building area with panoramic

ocean and sunset views. A very unique setting within an approximately 700 foot w... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA LOT #:5-C - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$6,900,000

MLS: 618854 | Land   |  6.00 ac   |  3-6-2-21-3   |  Fee Simple

A CPR parcel graded for 15 detached homes with amazing ocean, Kohala Coast, Maui and

mountain views inside the Hapuna gate of the Mauna Kea Resort. Offered at $6,900,000

($460,000 per residence). To be delivered with mass grading complete and a water service

lateral... more

Active 

62-3797 AMAUI DRIVE - KAMUELA, HI

11 Photos Available

$9,200,000

MLS: 609255 | Land   |  16.90 ac   |  3-6-2-13-18   |  Fee Simple

Extraordinary Opportunity for an Investor or Home Builder within the Hapuna Gate of the Mauna

Kea Resort! 16.9 acres Just Reduced to $9,200,000 The Vista at Mauna Kea has a tentative

subdivision approval of 26 single-family residences plus a 10-home CPR lot within ... more

Active 

62-3645 QUEEN KAAHUMANU HWY - KAMUELA, HI

21 Photos Available

$12,000,000

MLS: 609244 | Land   |  839.10 ac   |  3-6-2-1-51   |  Fee Simple

A fantastic bulk opportunity for 2 TMKs, 3-6-2-001: 051 (837.75 ac) and 3-6-2-013: 019 (1.35

ac). Zoned Ag, residential-ag uses. Upon completion of subdivision, an access from the Uplands

at Mauna Kea via the Hapuna gate may be granted subject to certain conditions... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$16,500,000

MLS: 609817 | Land   |  9.35 ac   |  3-6-2-21-5   |  Fee Simple

Approved by the resort for 64-condominium units in 7 buildings. This site is offered at

$16,500,000 ($257,000 per unit). Sold in a graded condition with a water service lateral on

Amaui Drive. Every condo unit will offer ocean views, and most will be very dramatic... more

Active 
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62-3722 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

16 Photos Available

$795,000

MLS: 610564 | Land   |  28,662 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-2   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3762 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kohala Coast, HI

2 Photos Available

$975,000

MLS: 617782 | Land   |  26,785 sqft   |  3-6-2-19-23   |  Fee Simple

Lot #23 at Kauna'oa at Mauna Kea is one of the closest homesites to the beach access and

within walking distance to the white sand beach of Kauna'oa Bay. Overlooking the private 3 hole

golf course and lake of Kauna'oa, Lot #23 has approximately 16,673 sq.ft. of net ... more

Active 

62-3732 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

5 Photos Available

$995,000

MLS: 610566 | Land   |  36,852 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-3   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3786 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

4 Photos Available

$995,000

MLS: 621241 | Land   |  1.07 ac   |  3-6-2-20-11   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3716 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

16 Photos Available

$1,095,000

MLS: 610562 | Land   |  28,270 sqft   |  3-6-2-20-1   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3918 KAUNAOA IKI RD - Kamuela, HI

10 Photos Available

$1,199,000

MLS: 615387 | Land   |  1.0007 ac   |  3-6-2-19-27   |  Fee Simple

Become part of the prestigious Kauna'oa community within the renowned Mauna Kea Resort!

This beautiful lot offers sweeping views of Kohala Mountain, Hualalai, and Mauna Kea. If you’re
ready to build your dream home, this graded, level lot offers a cleared acce... more

Active 

62-3754 AMAUI DR - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$1,295,000

MLS: 610568 | Land   |  1.16 ac   |  3-6-2-20-6   |  Fee Simple

It is no accident that Rockefeller chose this very place to realize his vision. As he surveyed the

length of the coast he selected the two most perfect beaches, but also the land with the most

character. He recognized the opportunity to create golf courses with chara... more

Active 

62-3721 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kohala Coast, HI

11 Photos Available

$1,299,000

MLS: 623326 | Land   |  33,015 sqft   |  3-6-2-19-2   |  Fee Simple

Kauna'oa Lot #2 is the best value view lot in this prestigious gated community. A level and

ready to build golf course frontage lot overlooking the 12th Fairway of the Mauna Kea Golf

Course providing fantastic golf and ocean views. Offering a buildable area of over h... more

Active 

MAUNA KEA RESORT-HIGH BLUFFS LOT #:3 - KAMUELA, HI

19 Photos Available

$1,750,000

MLS: 291290 | Land   |  37,206 sqft   |  3-6-2-12-3   |  Fee Simple

One of a kind rare offering with fantastic ocean and golf course views at Mauna Kea

Resort....enjoy golf course frontage from this fabulous lot of over $37,000 sq. ft....endless ocean

and coastline views looking west and southwest in an exclusive gated enclave of pal... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA - KAMUELA, HI

19 Photos Available

$5,200,000

MLS: 609843 | Land   |  6.56 ac   |  3-6-2-21-1   |  Fee Simple

18-unit CPR development parcel with amazing ocean, Kona Coast, Maui and mountain views

inside the Hapuna gate of the Mauna Kea Resort. Offered at $5,200,000 ($289,000 per

residence), to be delivered with mass grading complete and a water service lateral. Hapuna

is... more

Active 

62-3749 KAUNAOA NUI RD - Kamuela, HI

6 Photos Available

$5,600,000

MLS: 629383 | Land   |  2.33 ac   |  3-6-2-19-7   |  Fee Simple

Located within the gated community of Kauna'oa, consolidated Lots #7 and #8 (now lot 7) offer

over 100,000 square feet of land and over 55,000 square feet of building area with panoramic

ocean and sunset views. A very unique setting within an approximately 700 foot w... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA LOT #:5-C - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$6,900,000

MLS: 618854 | Land   |  6.00 ac   |  3-6-2-21-3   |  Fee Simple

A CPR parcel graded for 15 detached homes with amazing ocean, Kohala Coast, Maui and

mountain views inside the Hapuna gate of the Mauna Kea Resort. Offered at $6,900,000

($460,000 per residence). To be delivered with mass grading complete and a water service

lateral... more

Active 

62-3797 AMAUI DRIVE - KAMUELA, HI

11 Photos Available

$9,200,000

MLS: 609255 | Land   |  16.90 ac   |  3-6-2-13-18   |  Fee Simple

Extraordinary Opportunity for an Investor or Home Builder within the Hapuna Gate of the Mauna

Kea Resort! 16.9 acres Just Reduced to $9,200,000 The Vista at Mauna Kea has a tentative

subdivision approval of 26 single-family residences plus a 10-home CPR lot within ... more

Active 

62-3645 QUEEN KAAHUMANU HWY - KAMUELA, HI

21 Photos Available

$12,000,000

MLS: 609244 | Land   |  839.10 ac   |  3-6-2-1-51   |  Fee Simple

A fantastic bulk opportunity for 2 TMKs, 3-6-2-001: 051 (837.75 ac) and 3-6-2-013: 019 (1.35

ac). Zoned Ag, residential-ag uses. Upon completion of subdivision, an access from the Uplands

at Mauna Kea via the Hapuna gate may be granted subject to certain conditions... more

Active 

UPLANDS AT MAUNA KEA - KAMUELA, HI

15 Photos Available

$16,500,000

MLS: 609817 | Land   |  9.35 ac   |  3-6-2-21-5   |  Fee Simple

Approved by the resort for 64-condominium units in 7 buildings. This site is offered at

$16,500,000 ($257,000 per unit). Sold in a graded condition with a water service lateral on

Amaui Drive. Every condo unit will offer ocean views, and most will be very dramatic... more

Active 

https://reserver4.hawaiiinformation.com/REsearch6/Search/Results/SearchDetailForm/photo/REsearchDetail/MLSPUB/photo/EXT?STRM=mls&KEY=609255&DT=7094&LS=RE&H=875acce11c504580ac3ccdd20538cd87&P=72661643&site=HIS&CF=1
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